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1.2 About the ERC Program

The ERC Program began in 1985 when the Nation was facing a strong emergence of highly competitive foreign firms fueled
by government investment. There was a clear need to form partnerships that would strengthen the contribution of academic
engineering to industrial competitiveness. The goal then was to address these challenges by developing 25 Engineering
Research Centers, each of which (a) focused on a long-term vision important for industrial competitiveness, (b) integrated the
traditional disciplines to address systems-level engineering research, and (c) formed university/industry partnerships in
research and education.

A companion goal was to use the ERC concept as a catalyst to stimulate a broad-based change in the culture of academic
engineering by integrating academic and industrial views, promoting the integration of research and education, involving
undergraduates in research, and broadening the diversity of engineering graduates. The mechanism of centers was chosen as
the means to accomplish those goals because centers can bring disciplines together. ERCs provide an integrated environment
for academe and industry to focus on next-generation advances in complex engineered systems important for the Nation's
future. Activity within ERCs lies at the interface between the discovery-driven culture of science and the innovation-driven
culture of engineering, creating a synergy between science, engineering, and industrial practice. ERCs provide the intellectual
foundation for industry to collaborate with faculty and students on resolving generic, long-range challenges to produce the
knowledge base needed for steady advances in technology and their speedy transition to the marketplace. 

ERCs also integrate engineering education and research and expose students to industrial views in order to build competence in
engineering practice and to produce engineering graduates with the depth and breadth of education needed for success in
technological innovation and leadership throughout their careers. The interface between research and education in an ERC is
seamless at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, producing curriculum innovations derived from the systems focus of
the ERC's strategic goals. ERCs can be a platform from which spring interdisciplinary, systems-oriented graduate degrees and
options preparing students for careers in both industry and academe. Thus, graduates associated with ERCs enjoy the capacity
to contribute to the Nation's global future through a rich spectrum of career paths at the cutting edge of technical progress and
innovation. ERCs also emphasize outreach in research and education that allows faculty, college-level undergraduate and
graduate students, and pre-college students and their teachers to be involved in the ERC.

ERCs are established by NSF as a result of peer-reviewed competitions generated by program announcements. They are
supported by funds from NSF, industrial partners, the host academic institutions, and in some cases the home states and other
governmental funding agencies. While NSF provides significant funds for each center, an ERC must identify and obtain
substantial support from the other sources. This novel approach to funding a major research program is illustrated in Figure
1-1.

Figure 1-1: Primary Supporters of an ERC
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In FY 2016, total annual funding provided directly to each ERC by NSF ranged from $2.48 to $11.09 million (for centers in
their phase-down period prior to graduation from NSF support) to $3.25 to $8.38 million per year for ongoing
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centers. Roughly 60 percent of an ERC's annual budget comes from NSF and another 8% from industry; the
remainder comes from other Federal agencies (22%), the host university (8%), and state and local and other
sources (3%).
Currently (FY20), NSF supports 14 ERCs pursuing specific research foci in four broad areas, as listed below. (As of October
2019, 34 ERCs are self-sustaining after the conclusion of NSF support.)

For further details, see NSF's ERC Program homepage at 
https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=13526&org=EEC&from=home.

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND HEALTH CARE

ENERGY, SUSTAINABILITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

MICROELECTRONICS, SENSING, AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Competition for new ERCs is now held periodically, usually every two years. ERCs receive NSF funding for up to 10 years,
dependent upon renewal reviews conducted in the third and sixth years. At the end of their life-cycle as NSF-supported
Engineering Research Centers, NSF expects ERCs to become self-sustaining with support from their members, universities,
state governments, and other federal government agencies. Teams may emerge from parts of self-sufficient ERCs and enter
competition for support as new ERCs. These ERCs recompete on an equal footing with all other applicants.

It is evident that the range of technology areas covered by the ERCs is quite broad. These centers are having a significant
impact on U.S. industry through the transfer of knowledge and technology as well as through their graduates. More than 275
U.S. companies were members of one or more ERCs in FY 2018, of which about 46% were small businesses. Other ERC-
supporting industrial organizations brought the total up to nearly 600. As of 2018, a total of 851 patents had been awarded to
ERCs, 1,363 software licenses had been issued to companies, and 223 companies had been formed as spinoffs of ERC
research, employing 1,414 people. Also as of 2018, the cumulative totals for degrees granted to ERC students were: 4,962
PhD, 4,238 MS, and 4,414 BS degrees. In recent years, roughly 1.5 percent of all engineering doctoral degrees granted
annually in the United States are awarded to ERC students. Over the past 35 years, the ERC interdisciplinary, industry-oriented
systems approach to engineering has spread rapidly throughout industry and academe. The ERCs continue to evolve and to
fulfill NSF's expectation that they serve as change agents for academic engineering programs and the engineering community
at large.

The participants in the ERC Program who have authored this manual hope that it will serve as a further vehicle for
disseminating the ERC approach to engineering research and education, which we believe is highly beneficial and healthy for
both academe and industry, throughout the American engineering enterprise.

 

NOTES

1 Relevance of the manual to other research center programs (not only within NSF but also those of other federal or
state agencies) was a secondary consideration. However, many of the principles presented herein are applicable to
any government-sponsored university research center, especially one with industry involvement-not only in the
United States but also abroad.

2An ERC jointly supported under a Memorandum of Understanding between NSF and the Semiconductor Research
Corporation.

3The Earthquake Engineering Research Centers (EERCs) were established under a special program in 1997 to
further knowledge and technology for earthquake hazard mitigation.
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